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Ottawa Centre, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
The Ottawa Centre is one of twenty-two Centres comprising the Royal 
Astronomical Society of Canada-an organization dedicated to the 
advancement of astronomy and allied sciences. The Ottawa Centre, 
formed in 1906, has about 250 members.

Centre facilities include the Indian River Observatory near Almonte, 
which houses several instruments including an excellent 16-inch 
telescope. The Centre also operates an astronomical book library, and a 
telescope loan library.

Membership in the Ottawa Centre costs $36 for regular members (outside 
Canada, $36 US), or $22.50 for junior members. Members receive the 
yearly Observer's Handbook, the bi-monthly Journal and Bulletin, and 
AstroNotes.

President Paul Comision 825-3622
Secretary Jane Lund 225-8242
Treasurer Mercedes Pelayo 225-7182

Honorary President Fred Lossing Councilor B ill Dey
1st Vice-President Robert Dick Councilor Cathy Hall
2nd Vice-President Rick Wagner Councilor Brian McCullough
1st Past President Rolf Meier Councilor Robin Molson
2nd Past President Doug George Councilor A jai Sehgal
3rd Past President Rob McCallum Librarian Rose Anne Mussar
Recorder Gary Mussar

Observers' Group Executive
Chairperson Glen Ledrew 445-4167

Vice-Chairperson Brian McCullough 836-3366

Astrophotography Eric Casagrande Occultations Brian Burke
Comets Doug George Recorder Estelle Rother
Deep Sky Gary Susick Solar Doug Luoma
Instrumentation Peter Ceravolo Variable Stan Linda Meier
Lunar & Planetary Mike Dacey Ted Bean Loan Library Patrick Laffey
Meteors Rolf Meier Technophile Aja i Sehgal
Hospitality Art & Anne Fraser Eyepiece Heaters M ike Dacey

Articles for the next issue are due by November 19. E-Mail: george@sce.carleton.ca
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Event Horizons
Nov. 5 Observers' Group Meeting - Carleton University Steacie Building

room 103, at 8:00 pm.

Nov. 9 Annual Dinner Meeting - Guest speaker: Carolyn Shoemaker.
See advertisement for more information.

Dec. 3 Observers' Group Meeting - Carleton University Steacie Building
room 103, at 8:00 pm.

Editorial Doug George
Here is a quote from a brochure entitled Hunt Club Road Extension, put out by the 
Regional Municipality of Ottawa Carleton:

A new type o f road lighting which focuses on safety, aesthetics, and 
the environment will soon be installed along the roadway. Light poles 
with special fixtures which help to control reflection into the sky 
(skyglow) will provide a safe environment for pedestrians, cyclists, 
and motorists who use the roadway.

Amazing! They're installing non-light-polluting fixtures without us even lobbying 
them! The region deserves a vote of thanks and encouragement. Some positive 
feedback might perhaps make the region select this type of lighting for all future 
developments. That would be a positive development indeed!
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Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory



Central Core of M42. CCD Image by Paul Boltwood.
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RASC 2000 Doug George
A new informal committee has been formed to promote certain changes in the national 
society. The following is the text of a "mission statement" presented to National 
Council last Saturday:

The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada is a long-established national organization 
with significant resources and a positive international reputation. Capturing this 
historical pride, many members have begun to provide fresh, dynamic ideas designed 
to serve the RASC well as it prepares for the next century.

RASC 2000 is an informal group formed by concerned members who want to see 
positive, rational changes made for the good of the Society. These changes are 
intended to ensure that the Society better meets the needs of its members.

All members of the RASC are invited to participate in this process of renewal. To 
provide a focus, five members from across Canada have volunteered to form a steering 
committee. This committee will disseminate information and seek input from 
members concerning the platform and goals of RASC 2000.

The initial goals of RASC 2000 are to:

1/ Enhance existing pride in the uniqueness of a truly national astronomical society.

2/ Restructure the Society publications to provide an improved forum for Canadian 
astronomy, both amateur and professional.

3/ Nominate candidates for national executive positions in future elections. This will 
promote discussion of the issues. These candidates will be volunteers who share the 
spirit of RASC 2000.

4/ Encourage the free flow of ideas, desires, and aspirations by facilitating direct 
communication between the national executive and the membership.

5/ Establish a reasonable timetable for review and change.

The Society must be responsive to the evolving nature of astronomy and the changing 
needs of the membership. This statement sums up the spirit of RASC 2000.

Over the next few months, RASC 2000 will be developing a detailed position on many 
issues related to the national Society. Your input is needed. For more information, 
contact the representatives listed below.

The steering committee consists of:

Peter Ceravolo, Ottawa Centre, (613) 258-1964, c/o george@sce.carleton.ca 
Doug George, Ottawa Centre, (613) 225-7182, george@sce.carleton.ca 
Rajiv Gupta, Vancouver Centre, (604) 733-0682, gupta@math.ubc.ca 
Jim Himer, Calgary Centre, (403) 281-3222, jthimer@iras.ucalgary.ca 
Mary Lou Whitehorne, Halifax Centre, (902) 865-0235, 
whitehorne@huskyl.stmarys.ca
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Rideau Ferry 'Gathering of the Clans' Robert Dick
The eighth bi-annual 'gathering of the clans' at the Rideau Ferry Observatory was held 
during the weekend of October 22-24. It was attended by over twenty Ottawa Centre 
members and visitors from Hamilton and Kingston.

Friday night was initially cloudy. Paul Boltwood loaded some of his CCD images on 
my computer. He entertained and enlightened all those present with detailed 
descriptions of his equipment and his observing program. There were also animated 
discussions and debates over the changes in the Hamilton Centre of the RASC (the 
splitting of the Center into an RASC and a non-RASC group), the problems members 
see in the operations of the RASC and what should be done to make people want to 
join and to contribute to the Society.

The sky cleared after midnight as a cold front moved over us. The transparency was 
very good though the air was cold. The Milky Way was easily seen overhead in 
Cassiopeia down through Monoceros. Paul Boltwood guided us to several novel deep 
sky objects - Hubble's Variable Nebula and the Crab Nebula. It was particularly 
interesting to see NGC 2419, the most distant globular cluster of our galaxy.

This gathering was held exceptionally late in the year. October is usually cool but late 
October can have nighttime temperatures that hover around zero. For previous 
gatherings, I tried to insure that the century-old oil furnace in my cottage worked well 
enough to keep the visitors at temperatures above freezing. However, I had only 
limited success. What success I achieved was solely based on the warmth of the user's 
sleeping bags.

This time I overhauled the furnace and bought new fuel. I checked everything out for 
several weeks before the gathering. Then I told potential visitors that 'there shall be 
heat'. And heat there was, at least for one night

To provide more room for visitors in my cottage, Jeanette and I stayed in my parents' 
cottage nearby. On Saturday morning a very cold and numb looking Doug Welch 
appeared at my door. Doug was an active Ottawa Centre member in the 1970's and is 
now an astronomy professor at McMaster University in Hamilton. Apparently the oil 
flow regulator doesn't like operating at the maximum setting. Insufficient air flow 
causes a build up of carbon in the fire box and this plugs the flow of oil. They had no 
heat Friday night. A quick clean-up job fixed the problem. However, this may have 
been too late to warm Doug's frozen whit.

Saturday was mostly clear with temperatures around 10 degrees. I set up my 
observatory to observe the Sun through my H-alpha solar filter. Several members of 
the Hamilton group are very interested in viewing the Sun in H-alpha. The seeing 
continually improved throughout the day. This was the height of the weekend for 
several observers. Several prominences were seen above the Sun's limb. The surface 
was covered with the mottled structures characteristic of the chromosphere. The 
steady seeing was the best we've ever had during these gatherings.
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We went to dinner a few kilometers away at the Bass Lake Lodge. We made 
reservations for fifteen, Even as we sat down more people began arriving. By the end 
of dinner we had over 20 persons in attendance. Dinner talk, at my end of the long 
table, kept revolving around concerns of the ex-Hamilton Centre members and the 
development of a new direction for the RASC called 'RASC 2000'. More will be said 
about RASC 2000 in AstroNotes and the RASC Bulletin.

We returned to the Observatory after dark. At least six telescopes of all types were set 
up on the lawn around the observatory. Unfortunately, the excellent seeing of the day 
did not persist into the night. Peter Ceravolo had brought out a new 210 mm 
Maksutov-Newtonian (Mak-Newt) from his company, Ceravolo Optical Systems. He 
was testing it with Terry Dickinson. Even with the relatively poor seeing it was able 
to show the double star Gamma Andromeda as a slightly elongated star. The present 
separation of this binary is about 0.6 arc seconds.

The largest scopes in the field were Doug George's 40 cm reflector and Ajai Sehgal's 
35 cm reflector. Both are of the dobsonian design. My 60 cm Cassegrain telescope 
was aimed at the Moon. Great views along the terminator included the shadows 
across Plato that were cast by the crater's rim, the Apollo 15 landing site at Hadley Rill 
and the straight wall in Mare Nubium. (See image).

The sky eventually grew hazy with scattered cloud. Transparency degraded as the 
Moon set. The entertainment for the rest of the evening was the baseball game during 
which the Toronto Blue Jays won the World Series. I found it rather strange to be 
looking at the Moon with my telescope with the echoes of loons drifting over the 
Rideau Lake with baseball commentary in the background.

Doug Luoma and Anthony Dore were the last to leave the Observatory. Doug was 
continuing his photography of the sky with T-max film. I left them to carry on around 
one or two o'clock.

I was awakened in the morning by a pounding on the door. The furnace worked well - 
almost too well. The complaint this time was that it was too hot Opening windows 
increased the heat in the second story by improving the chimney effect. The real 
reason for the wake-up call was to replace one of the hatches on the turret that covers 
my telescope. The first hatch has dismantled on Saturday. The new 40 kg hatch, 
made of steel, was hoisted up into place by several visitors from Hamilton. Once the 
metal rollers are installed it will make opening the observatory less strenuous.

By noon the visitors had left. As with previous gatherings the morning was clear. 
There was good weather for the long drive home. My thanks go out to all those who 
attended. Their enthusiasm and good humor make these events fun for all. The next 
Gathering will be in May 1994.
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Books at Reduced Prices Rob McCallum
At last month's Observer's Group Meeting I mentioned that the Ottawa Centre is now 
able to save members money on subscriptions to Sky and Telescope and Astronomy 
magazines. The regular prices and discounts are as follows, in US$ (The Astronomy 
discount looks rather large; I'm double-checking it):

Sky and Telescope: Regular $36.38 Discount $29.96

Astronomy: Regular $40.66, Discount $25.68

The magazines arc still mailed to your house - the only difference is that you pay your 
money to your club administrator who forwards the names and money to the
magazine.
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I have volunteered to administer this for th e Centre. The only catch is we need a 
minimum of five people for each magazine to get started, so let's hear from you people 
as soon as possible. If you are interested in saving a few dollars (and considering the 
reaction to the recent membership fee increase - I expect a lot of you are), see me at 
Observers' Group meetings.

During the recent upgrade of the library, we discovered that the club could also buy 
books from the parent companies of these magazines, Sky Publishing and Kalmbach, 
at substantial discounts. This is a lot less trouble than the Astronomy Book Club - no 
need to "buy seven more books at regular prices" or anything. Discounts range from 
20-45%. An example is Uranometria, regular price $39.95 and available to us from 
Kalmbach at $29.96. The best deals are on books each publish themselves; for 
example Vehrenberg's Atlas o f Deep-Sky Splendors, regularly $44.95, is available for 
$24.72 from Sky. Now, you have to add about 40% to those numbers to include 
shipping, GST and conversion to Canadian dollars, but you'd have to do that anyway.

As with the magazines, I am prepared to look after ordering books for members who 
are interested. See me at the next meeting for price lists and other details, or call me 
at 225-3167.

AstroSearch No. 3 Solution 
Electromagnetic Spectra
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Astronomy Day April 16th, 1994 Pat Laffey
As the Chairman for the Astronomy Day program I am looking for volunteers to work 
on Star Party(s), Sun viewing, children's activities, display designer, art work, crafts 
with an astronomy bent for children, people to man the display on astronomy day, 
photos, humorous items, light pollution, handouts such as Sky-Quiz AstroSearch, 
simple sky maps, rocket launches, astronomy art contest; or any other ideas that you 
may have -  I would be interested in hearing about them, For those who are interested I 
will be having a meeting at my house on November 20th at 8:00 pm.

My address is 131 Wesley Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario.

If you can't make it but are interested in contributing in any way you can, please call 
me at 729-4989 (h) or 954-6515 (w) or E-mail at plaffey@bcad2.food.hwc.ca or 
ai682.freenet.carleton.ca.

New Address
The Centre has a new address, effective immediately: PO Box 33012, 1974 Baseline 
Road, Nepean, Ontario, K2C 0E0.
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CCD Image of M27 by Paul Boltwood.

The R oya l Astronom ical Society o f  Canada - Ottawa Centre 
Membership: □  Application □  Renewal □  Life

Name: _ 

Address:

(First Name) (Last Name)

Postal Code:

Phone: Work

□  New Address 

Membership Fee

 □  $22.50 Junior (under 21 years  of age)
□  $36.00 Ordinary

□  $900.00 Life

_______________  Home

□  New Phone Number

Sign _

Plus □  $20.00 Sustaining Membership (Voluntary)

= $ ---------------------------------------------------
Date: ________________________________________

R.A.S.C. -  Ottawa C e n t r e
Return To: P.O. Box 33012

1974 Baseline R oad,
Ottawa, Ontario
K2C 0E0
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FROM:

OTTAWA CENTRE R.A.S.C. 
P.O. BOX 6617 STATION J 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO K2A 3Y7 
CAN ADA

TO:

MS. ROSEMARY FREEMAN C/O R.A.S.C. 
136 DUPONT ST.
TORONTO ONT.
M5R 1V2 4 C


